FIRST REGULAR SESSION

HOUSE BILL NO. 1014
99TH GENERAL ASSEMBLY
INTRODUCED BY REPRESENTATIVE MOON.
1932H.01I

D. ADAM CRUMBLISS, Chief Clerk

AN ACT
To repeal section 184.010, RSMo, and to enact in lieu thereof one new section relating to the
Missouri state museum.

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the state of Missouri, as follows:
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Section A. Section 184.010, RSMo, is repealed and one new section enacted in lieu
thereof, to be known as section 184.010, to read as follows:
184.010. 1. The department of natural resources shall maintain a Missouri state museum
which shall be a conservational and historical museum in which shall be collected and displayed
such exhibits of the products of the mines, mills, fields and forests of this state and such other
articles and products as will display the natural resources of this state and their utilization as the
department may deem necessary and expedient. The department shall design and install
necessary cases, racks, tables and other equipment desirable to the purposes of the exhibits.
2. The department shall appoint a director of the state museum, who shall have such
duties and responsibilities as the department may direct.
3. The board of public buildings shall designate such part of the first and second floor
of the capitol building as it thinks advisable to be used as a part of the Missouri state museum
and shall also designate a wing or section of such space to be known as the Missouri soldiers and
sailors' memorial hall.
4. The department shall coordinate its activities relating to the museum with those of the
board of public buildings in the use and utilization of the corridors, halls, walls, and other space
within the state capitol building as may be necessary for the display and exhibits of the museum
and the memorial hall.

EXPLANATION —

Matter enclosed in bold-faced brackets [thus] in the above bill is not enacted and is intended
to be omitted from the law. Matter in bold-face type in the above bill is proposed language.
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5. The department shall receive from the adjutant general all matters and records
pertaining to Missouri soldiers, sailors and Marines serving in all wars declared by the United
States, including such inscriptions and tablets as may be desirable and available.
6. The department shall create and display an exhibit near the exhibit on slavery,
when the exhibit on slavery is available, within the state museum regarding the history of
abortion, which shall include , but not be limited to, modern and historical tools used in
abortion procedures, pictures of tools used in abortion procedures, and the effects those
tools have on the aborted victims. The items of the exhibit may be donated or loaned to the
state museum by willing contributors. The items on loan may be retrieved by the rightful
owner through proper channels at any time . All of the items in the exhibit shall have a
detailed description. The provisions of this subsection shall be known and may be cited as
the “Never Again Act”.
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